Synergize Your Life
WHAT IS SYNERGY AS IT PERTAINS TO HEALTH?
Synergy is the highest activity in all life. It is the true test and
manifestation of all aspects of health - the physical, mental, and
emotional - working harmoniously together.

PHYSICAL

Achieving inner synergy is possible through intentional,
daily action fueled by clear goals.
The Synergy Scheduler allows you to:
Define your vision
Organize, prioritize and establish realistic
goals
Be accountable to your goals
Feel positive
reinforcement
Long-term
implementation
will create more discipline,

SYNERGY
MENTAL

EMOTIONAL

focus, motivation, and ultimately positive change in your
life.

SETTING WEEKLY GOALS
Writing down your goals is a very powerful daily habit. In fact, a study conducted by
psychology professor, Dr. Gail Matthews of Dominican University, indicated that people who
wrote down their goals were 42% more likely to achieve them¹.

THE POWER OF SMALL WINS
For every day you achieve one of your goals, place a star, smile, check, or whatever, on
the Synergy Scheduler. Those daily high fives are scientifically proven to lead to
greater results².
"How can
you want
what you
can't see?"

In many aspects of life, progress can be painfully slow at times, and
therefore discouraging. Collecting our small successes - even if it's
something as small as waking up on time - can work magic in keeping
our spirits high and motivation strong.

GOALS IN 2 MINUTES OR LESS

Need
some
Regardless of where you are at now in your life, write what you want
ideas
to achieve in the next one to three years. Start with the end in mind, and
?
then work backwards. This will help refine your focus and give you direction.
Make the goals realistic, but don't stress about if you think some of the goals
CATEGORIES
are unattainable or not.
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REFLECT
Take a look at the list you've just written.
How many of those pertain to your physical, mental, or emotional health?
Which area do you feel the most depleted in?
Identifying this may be a good place to start on something simple for your first goal. For
example, if you feel all over the place - a drain on mental, and sometimes emotional health
- pick something small to help restore order in your life, like making your bed every
morning!

SET IT
You will feel more motivated than normal in Week 1, a time commonly referred to as the
"honeymoon period". But, like a marathoner, we don't want our fresh spark of
motivation cause us to start at a sprint. Think big with your two minute goals and then
start small with your actionable goals. Remember the power of small wins!
Your first few goals don't have to be fancy, they just have to be attainable. The simple
act of doing something that requires a bit of discipline will pay dividends down the road
as you set more serious goals. Listed below are some examples:
Get up without hitting snooze.
Make up bed before leaving for the day.
Clean the kitchen before going to bed.
Pack gym bag and take to work in the morning.
Give a compliment to everyone encountered today.
Write out daily goals while coffee brews.
Floss every night.
Walk the dog after dinner.
Wait to read emails till at work.
Don't buy any processed foods.
Listen to 1/7 of an audiobook.
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GOAL #1

For the next week, every day you accomplish this goal, give yourself a star on the
Synergy Scheduler.

SET IT TWICE
For Week 2, set another goal. Now, just because it's a new week doesn't mean you get to
forget about your first goal! We still want to keep that goal in focus, don't make it a
middle child. It's still important too.

GOAL #2

THREE'S A PARTY
Great work. Regardless of your success rate, you've kept with the intention of setting
goals, and that in and of itself is a small win. If adding another goal is moving too fast
for you, don't sweat it. By all means slow down and focus on Goals 1 & 2 for another
week, we want to avoid feeling overwhelmed by these goals at all cost!

GOAL #3
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AMBITION QUARTET
Ideally by this week, your first goal has become something you hardly have to think
about. It takes a minimum of 21 days (three weeks) for a habit to start feeling
automatic³. That doesn't mean you stop doing it though; thus, why there are still four
places for you to put stars in the Synergy Scheduler. Keep going!

GOAL #4

REASSESS
Don't stop now! The Synergy Scheduler is something you can use for as long as you
want and need. If you have found it to be helpful, why stop? Continue putting emphasis
on what you want every day until it becomes real. And most of all, do you beau.

#MakeYourself
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